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IN THE POWER
By Marco Velardi

“If you look 20 years back, a
magazine like Domus and a company like B&B Italia were bigger than they are now. In the same
20 years, fashion has multiplied.”

When thinking about power in the design industry, I straight
away thought of the influence of media. Do magazines and
newspapers still retain any real power?

Marco Velardi | in the power

Who runs the furniture design industry? This is a conversation on
power, hosted on a sunny afternoon in Milan 2012, between Renato
Preti, founder of Discipline, a design brand focused on natural materials, James Irvine, the renowned British designer, and Alessandro
Mussolini, journalist for Corriere della Sera’s design magazine Casamica
and its digital platform AT Casa.

Alessandro Mussolini (AM): Today it’s mostly about the social network. It’s a vehicle for the contents coming from blogs, magazines and
the general public. During the Salone del Mobile in Milan this year,
it was incredible how many pictures you could see being posted online from normal users, common people with no specific knowledge
about design. If an ordinary user posts a picture, it may only have a few
readers. But there are a lot of users nowadays, so that’s the new power.
Even if it’s probably quite a fragmented power.
So you don’t think the editors of big magazines, such as
Interni, Casa Vogue or Elle Decoration, retain power to
influence trends anymore?
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chapter four

DISSECTING THE PRICE
By Hanna Nova Beatrice

“Most designers want to get their
work into production, but know
very little about the surrounding
costs and conventions.”
Hanna Nova Beatrice | dissecting the price

“As much as we would like to support you, we can’t give away our pricing
structure,” says the CEO of a Northern European brand that’s usually
very vocal about its strong ethical business strategy. The reply is by no
means surprising. Very few companies in the design industry, regardless
of their ethical stance, want to reveal their price structure to the end
consumer. While this may be easy to understand, it’s also unfortunate,
as the price not only communicates where the brand wants to position
itself, but also indicates where an item was produced, and under what
working conditions. When we buy something at a very low price from
a big chain store, we intuitively understand that it may not be a fair
price. But the further we are from production, and traditional making,
the less understanding we have of the time and costs involved in making a product.
This was the reason small Barcelona-based fashion brand Silenci decided to be transparent about all their costs when they set up shop a
few years ago. During the time they ran the shop with the same name,
every garment was sold with a detailed description of the costs involved
in producing it, from labour to materials; textiles accounted for 40 percent of the cost, design and patterns 18 percent, retail mark-up 24 percent, and so forth. The transparency thus became a guarantee that
everyone in every stage of the process had been paid. It also served as an
insight intowhat the different production stages actually cost today.
Those who bought an item roughly knew where their money had gone.

Behind the Scenes gives you a peek inside the furniture design
industry and the topics that are being discussed today; the challenges it’s facing, the commercial undercurrents that shape and
define it and a glimpse of those in power.
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TS CHAIR

COST CALCULATION
TS Chair
Asplund

by Thomas Sandell
asplund
retail price: 420 euros

Edited by Hanna Nova Beatrice, the book features contributions
from established design writers Marcus Fairs from Dezeen, Johanna Agerman Ross from Disegno, Marco Velardi from Apartamento and Joseph Grima from Domus, as well as Julie Cirelli,
Daniel Golling and Anna Bates.

TS Chair Sweden production
Material cost
Woodwork
Laquering
Packaging
Hand made in Sweden
Design Royalty

150.60
12.60

Marketing
Administration
Prototype development
Logistics interest
Profit

What are the true costs behind a product? How will we fund,
produce and sell furniture in the future? And how will the design
profession have to adapt to societal changes brought on by easily shared information and new technologies?

88.90

Wholesale price (exkl vat)
Freight costs
Retailers mark up
Est. retail price

252.00

FACTS

22.70
145.00

Editor: Hanna Nova Beatrice
Authors: Hanna Nova Beatrice, Marcus Fairs, Johanna Agerman Ross,
Marco Velardi, Anna Bates, Joseph Grima, Daniel Golling, Julie Cirelli
Language: English
Graphic Design: Maria Sånge
No. of pages: 208
Format: 135 x 210 mm
Bindning: Soft cover
Published: 2013
Net price: 180 SEK
Retail price: ca 300 SEK
ISBN 978-91-85689-59-0

420 euros

Stefano Giovannoni

designer – giovannoni design
milan, italy

ON THE ITALIAN MODEL

“
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Stefano Giovannoni | on the italian model

In the past producers used to work with designers focusing on
creating industrial design products for the high-end market, which was
growing after the 1950s, along with the economic growth of our society. The real goal for the designer, as well as for the company he worked
with, was to create a bestseller, a real “product” able to communicate both
culture and design value. Until the end of the 1990s, this was how these
companies worked. In the last decade though, there has been a shift in
focus, as the contract business related to custom interior projects for
hotels, theatres, yachts and cruise liners has been growing. Today, the
design companies have moved their focus from industrial design to contract business, becoming luxury handicraft brands where the aim is no
longer to innovate and produce good products, but to use products for
communicating the brand. Companies like Cassina and Poltrona Frau,
for example, wouldn’t survive without yacht and shipping companies
like Pershing, Ferretti and San Lorenzo, and Moroso has very important
furnishing commissions for the fleet of Costa Crociere, of course with
no-name products.
In the last ten years, real bestsellers, and with that I mean products
that sell for at least a couple of million euros per year, are getting rare. I
have been working with Alessi since 1988, and I have created more than
300 products for them, many of them selling very well. The Mami family, which was launched in 1999, is the absolute bestseller in terms of
turnover since it was created, and the Girotondo family, from 1989, has
sold in excess of seven million products. Many plastic products have
sold around 200,000–300,000 pieces per year. These products are, and
probably will be, bestsellers for the next 20 years. The problem is that
the number of products that some companies produces in one year has
tripled. As in the fashion system, most of these products have a very
short life span, lasting just one or two years. For a designer it’s not so
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